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(B) The Work of Displacement 

In making our collection of instances of condensation in dreams, the existence of another relation, 

probably of no less importance, had already become evident. It could be seen that the elements which 

stand out as the principal components of the manifest content of the dream are far from playing the 

same part in the dream-thoughts. And, as a corollary, the converse of this assertion can be affirmed: 

what is clearly the essence of the dream-thoughts need not be represented in the dreamat all. 

The dream is, as it were, differently centred from the dream-thoughts—its content has different 

elements as its central point. Thus in the dream of the botanical monograph [p. 169 ff.], for instance, 

the central point of the dream-content was obviously the element ‘botanical’; whereas the dream-

thoughts were concerned with the complications and conflicts arising between colleagues from their 

professional obligations, and further with the charge that I was in the habit of sacrificing too much for 

the sake of my hobbies. The element ‘botanical’ had no place whatever in this core of the dream-

thoughts, unless it was loosely connected with it by an antithesis—the fact that botany never had a 

place among my favourite studies. In my patient's Sappho dream [p. 285 ff.] the central position was 

occupied by climbing up and down and being up above and down below; the dream-thoughts, however, 

dealt with the dangers of sexual relations with people of an inferior social class. So that only a single 

element of the dream-thoughls seems to have found its way into the dream-content, though that 

element was expanded to a disproportionate extent. Similarly, in the dream of the may-beetles 

fp. 289 ff.], the topic of which was the relations of sexuality to cruelty, it is true that the factor of 

cruelty emerged in thedream-content; but it did so in another connection and without any mention 

of sexuality, that is to say, divorced from its context and consequently transformed into something 

extraneous. Once again, in my dream about my uncle [p. 136 ff.], the fair beard which formed its 

centre-point seems to have had no connection in its meaning with my 
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ambitious wishes which, as we saw, were the core of the dream-thoughts. Dreams such as these give a 

justifiable impression of ‘displacement’. In complete contrast to these examples, we can see that in 

the dream of Irma's injection [p. 106 ff.] the different elements were able to retain, during the process 

of constructing thedream, the approximate place which they occupied in the dream-thoughts. This 

further relation between the dream-thoughts and the dream-content, wholly variable as it is in its sense 

or direction, is calculated at first to create astonishment. If we are considering a psychical process in 

normal life and find that one out of its severalcomponent ideas has been picked out and has acquired a 

special degree of vividness in consciousness, we usually regard this effect as evidence that a specially 

high amount of psychical value—some particular degree of interest—attaches to this predominant idea. 

But we now discover that, in the case of the different elements of the dream-thoughts, a value of this 

kind does not persist or is disregarded in the process of dream-formation. There is never any doubt as 

to which of the elements of the dream-thoughts have the highest psychical value; we learn that by 

direct judgement. In the course of the formation of a dream these essential elements, charged, as they 

are, with intense interest, may be treated as though they were of small value, and their place may be 

taken in the dream by other elements, of whose small value in the dream-thoughts there can be no 

question. At first sight it looks as though no attention whatever is paid to the psychical intensity1 of the 

various ideas in making the choice among them for the dream, and as though the only thing considered 

is the greater or less degree of multiplicity of their determination. What appears in dreams, we might 

suppose, is not what is important in the dream-thoughts but what occurs in them several times over. 

But this hypothesis does not greatly assist our understanding of dream-formation, since from the nature 

of things it seems clear that the two factors of multiple determination and inherent psychical value must 

necessarily operate in the same sense. The ideas which are most important among the dream-thoughts 

will almost certainly be those which occur most often in them, since the different dream-thoughts will, 

as it were, radiate out from 
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from sensory intensity or the intensity of the image presented. 
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them. Nevertheless a dream can reject elements which are thus both highly stressed in themselves and 

reinforced from many directions, and can select for its content other elements which possess only the 

second of these attributes. 

In order to solve this difficulty we shall make use of another impression derived from our enquiry 

[in the previous section] into the overdetermination of thedream-content. Perhaps some of those who 

have read that enquiry may already have formed an independent conclusion that 

the overdetermination of the elements ofdreams is no very important discovery, since it is a self-

evident one. For in analysis we start out from the dream-elements and note down all the associations 

which lead off from them; so that there is nothing surprising in the fact that in the thought-

material arrived at in this way we come across these same elements with peculiar frequency. I cannot 

accept this objection; but I will myself put into words something that sounds not unlike it. Among the 

thoughts that analysis brings to light are many which are relatively remote from the kernel of 

the dream and which look like artificial interpolations made for some particular purpose. That purpose 

is easy to divine. It is precisely they that constitute a connection, often a forced and far-fetched one, 

between the dream-content and the dream-thoughts; and if these elements were weeded out of 

the analysis the result would often be that the component parts of the dream-content would be left not 

only without overdetermination but without any satisfactory determination at all. We shall be led to 

conclude that the multiple determination which decides what shall be included in a dream is not always 

a primary factor in dream-construction but is often the secondary product of a psychical force which is 

still unknown to us. Nevertheless multiple determination must be of importance in choosing what 

particular elements shall enter a dream, since we can see that a considerable expenditure of effort is 

used to bring it about in cases where it does not arise from the dream-material unassisted. 

It thus seems plausible to suppose that in the dream-work a psychical force is operating which on 

the one hand strips the elements which have a high psychical value of their intensity, and on the other 

hand, by means of overdetermination, creates from elements of low psychical value new values, which 

afterwards find their way into the dream-content. If that is so, a transference and displacement of 

psychical intensities occurs, in the process of 
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dream-formation, and it is as a result of these that the difference between the text of the dream-content 

and that of the dream-thoughts comes about. The process which we are here presuming is nothing less 

than the essential portion of the dream-work; and it deserves to be described as ‘dream-

displacement’. Dream-displacement and dream-condensation are the two governing factors to whose 

activity we may in essence ascribe the form assumed by dreams. 

Nor do I think we shall have any difficulty in recognizing the psychical force which manifests 

itself in the facts of dream-displacement. The consequence of thedisplacement is that the dream-content 

no longer resembles the core of the dream-thoughts and that the dream gives no more than 

a distortion of the dream-wish which exists in the unconscious. But we are already familiar with dream-

distortion. We traced it back to the censorship which is exercised by one psychical agency in the mind 

over another. [See p. 141 ff.] Dream-displacement is one of the chief methods by which 

that distortion is achieved. Is fecit cui profuit.1 We may assume, then, that dream-displacement comes 

about through the influence of the same censorship—that is, the censorship of endopsychic defence.2 

The question of the interplay of these factors—

of displacement, condensation and overdetermination—in the construction of dreams, and the question 

which is adominant factor and which a subordinate one—all of this we shall leave aside for later 

investigation. [See e.g. p. 405 ff.] But we can state provisionally a second condition which must be 

satisfied by those elements of the dream-thoughts which make their way into the dream: they must 

escape the censorship imposed by resistance.3 And henceforward in interpreting dreams we shall 

take dream-displacement into account as an undeniable fact. 
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1 [The old legal tag: ‘He did the deed who gained by it.’] 

2 [Footnote added 1909:] Since I may say that the kernel of my theory of dreams lies in my derivation of dream-

distortion from the censorship, I will here insert the last part of a story from Phantasien eines 

Realisten [Phantasies of a Realist] by ‘Lynkeus’ (Vienna, 2nd edition, 1900 [1st edition, 1899]), in which I have 

found this principal feature of my theory once more expounded. [See above, Postscript, 1909, to Chapter I, p. 94 f.; 

also Freud, 1923f and 1932c] The title of the story is ‘Träumen wie Wachen’ [‘Dreaming like Waking’]: 

‘About a man who has the remarkable attribute of never dreaming nonsense.… 

‘“This splendid gift of yours, for dreaming as though you were waking, is a consequence of your virtues, of your 

kindness, your sense of justice, and your love of truth; it is the moral serenity of your nature which makes me 

understand all about you.” 

‘“But when I think the matter over properly”, replied the other, “I almost believe that everyone is made like me, 

and that no one at all ever dreams nonsense. Any dream which one can remember clearly enough to describe it 

afterwards—any dream, that is to say, which is not a fever-dream—must always make sense, and it cannot 

possibly be otherwise. For things that were mutually contradictory could not group themselves into a single whole. 

The fact that time and space are often thrown into confusion does not affect the true content of the dream, since no 

doubt neither of them are of significance for its real essence. We often do the same thing in waking life. Only think 

of fairy tales and of the many daring products of the imagination, which are full of meaning and of which only a 

man without intelligence could say: ‘This is nonsense, for it's impossible,’” 

‘“If only one always knew how to interpret dreams in the right way, as you have just done with mine!” said his 

friend. 

‘“That is certainly no easy task; but with a little attention on the part of the dreamer himself it should no doubt 

always succeed.—You ask why it is that for the most part it does notsucceed? In you other people there seems 

always to be something that lies concealed in your dreams, something unchaste in a special and higher sense, a 

certain secret quality in your being which it is hard to follow. And that is why your dreams so often seem to be 

without meaning or even to be nonsense. But in the deepest sense this is not in the least so; indeed, it cannot be so 

at all—for it is always the same man, whether he is awake or dreaming.”’ 

3 [The first condition being that they must be over determined. (See p. 307.)] 
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